






bam
bam
Wooden toy storage for 
+36 months babies



ebeveyn ile kurulum
assembling with 

parents
oyuncak deposu

toy storage

Bam-Bam is a wooden truck and kids can play with it  as a 
carrier for other toys.  Bam-Bam is a disassembled toy and 
parents can build it  together their  babies instantly.  Kids can 
easily  open and close the back door of the  storage area.  
Truck is  suitable for outdoor usage.



yürüteç
walker
Wooden walker for 
+10 months babies



The traditional  walkers have used for generations.  It  has just 
redesigned by taking ultimate attention to babies’  and kids’  
physical  health and ergonomics.  Wheels speed can be 
adjusted by orange details  and this presents safe walking to 
babies.  It  is  suitable for indoor and outdoor usage. It  has 
foldable handle and that present the users easy keeping 
and extra space.



midilli
Wooden rocking horse for 
+12 months babies
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Midilli  is  a wooden horse.  It  is  not only a nice,  fun toy for your 
kid but also a high quality object in  your house.  This is  a 
great toy all  the kids love that helps develop muscle 
strength,  and sense of balance.  It  is  also perfect for your kid 
to focus and have fun in  a single spot.  



sevimli 
canavar 
cute 
monster

Wooden Ride‑on for +12 
months babies



Cute Monster is  a wooden ride-on for +10 months babies.  
With caster wheels this r ide on enables your kid to scoot 
along in any direction,  turning freely as they explore.  There 
is  an empty area under the seat storage space that 
provides the perfect spot for doll  and teddy bear passen-
gers or any other toy the kid wants to put in.�

oyuncak deposu
toy storage
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Wooden walker and 
ride‑on for +10 months 
babies



Racer which has DESIGN TURKEY award is  a wooden ride-on 
and a walker.  When the baby starts walking racer can help 
improve her walking technique.  Wheels speed can be 
adjusted by orange details  and this presents safe walking 
to babies.  Racer is  also a ride-on bike which can be used by 
the kid for straight runs.  The rubber parts on the tire make it  
silent and ideal  for indoor use.  With the small  storage under 
the seat  kids can bring toys wherever they go.

oyuncak deposu
toy storage



denge 
bisikleti
balance 
bike
Wooden balance bike 
for +24 kids
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After babies learn walking,  they can improve their  leg muscles 
and balance ability with MAMATOYZ balance bike.  Height of 
bike can be adjusted according to kids height.  This is  a 
hand-made product which is  completely made from natural  
wood. It  has flexible saddle which present enjoyable and 
smooth riding.  Suitable from 24 to 60 months kids.



Wooden baby stroller toy 
for +18 months babies



This baby stroller toy is  suitable for +24 babies.  It  is  made of 
natural  wood and it  has 3 different color combinations;  
yellow,  turquoise and pink.  It  has light and ergonomic design 
and it  is  suitable for outdoor usage.



yürüme 
bisikleti
mini 
bike
Wooden toodle bike for 
+15 months babies



Wooden toddle bike which is  designed to help babies 
develop healthy leg muscles and proper balance.  Rear 
wheels are narrower than the front wheels this prevents 
baby from hurting it 's  feet while pushing the toy.  It  has bigger 
front tires and it   provides a balanced experience.  Decals 
which are made of felt  also makes the toy aesthetically  
better.  



blob
flash

f

Wooden toy for +6 
months babies



It  is  design for babies to develop hand-eye coordination 
and motor skills,  is  produced from natural  wood. You can 
carry it  you together.  Also adult  users can use it  as a deco-
ration object.



blob
plane

p

Wooden toy for +6 
months babies



It  is  design for babies to develop hand-eye coordination 
and motor skills,  is  produced from natural  wood. You can 
carry it  you together.  Also adult  users can use it  as a deco-
ration object.



sera
Wooden toy kitchen for 
+24 months babies

+ =



“SERA” is  wooden kitchen toy for +24 months kids.  The unique 
feature of this design is  that comes with vases and seeds.  
Parents inseminate the seeds with their  kids and they wait  
impatiently growing of the plants.  This activity develops their  
responsibility and alsoloves of nature.  “SERA” can be used 
double sides and it  is  suitable for more than one kids.  It  
consists of 2 main body and they can be used separately.



topaç
spinning
top

Wooden spinning top for 
+24 months babies



Our spinning tops are produced from natural wood, are dyed 
tradional figures by hand. Tradional toys and modern technic 
are collected on MAMATOYZ spinning tops. It is suitable for +24 
months  kids, adults can take a trip down memory lane by means 
of our spinning tops. 



evim
my 
home
Wooden doll house for 
+24 months babies



It  is  designed for +24 months kids to improve their  motor skills  
and  hand-eye coordination while they are assembling the 
house and furnitures.  In  addition,  kids can design the rooms 
and it  supports their  creativity.  MY HOME, does include any 
noxious chemicals,  is  produced from natural  wood. It  
consists of 3 pieces and it  can be disassembled easily.  So,  
you can save space. 

karakterler
chacarter

banyo
bathroom

mutfak
kitchen
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info@mamatoyz.com

+90 (212) 671 71 73

www.mamatoyz.com
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